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Study Purpose
Several recent studies by ASAO/NPO stall members at LeRC and by other organizations have
highlighted the potential benefits of using Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) as the primary
IransportatJon means for some of the proposed missions of the Space Exploration Inlt_,tlve. These
Include potential to reduce Initial mm In orbit and Mars transit time. Modular NEP conliguratlons
also Introduce fully redundant m_n propulsion to Mm flight systems, eddlng several abort or fell-
back options not othenNIse available. Recent studies have also Identified mission operations, such
as on-odolt e_membly, refurbishment, end reactor dlepoul, as important dlecdmtnstors for propulsion
syslem evaluation. This study is Inlended Io Identify and asasss "end-to-and" operational issues
moclate with using NEP for tnmspodlng crews and cargo between Earth and Mars. We also
Include some ¢onsIderefion of lunar cargo Irsnsfer as well.
The study was performed by SAIC and Martin Marietta under direction of Michae4 Dohedy o( the
NASA/LeRC Nuck_r Pt'oOuhdon Office. Mike _t! (Study Leader) and Jim McAdams of SAIC
perfonTted the relldezvot._ end disposal modes ar_lysb. Ta] Su|melsters and Dr. Robed Zubiln of
Martin Madetta prepared the launch, as_, and refurbishment sequences. The study team
wishes to acknowledge the guidance and valuable comments by Mike Dohedy, Jim Glllend of
Sverdrup Technology, and ten Dudzlnskl and Jeff George of NASA/I..eRC.
Study Purpose
I
Identify and assess operational issues associated with using Nuclear Electric Propulsion for SEI
missions, Including Mars cargo end piloted, and lunar cargo transfer:
• Launch and assembly
• Spiral operations and crew rendezvous
• On-Odolt Refurbishment and maintenance of a reusable NEP transfer vehicle
• NEP disposal
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Ground Rules
This study concentrates on _ issues, rather than pedormance assessment of allernallve
technologies against some set of user requirements. For this reason, certain Items are specified as
given. The NEP system Is a modular concept, which was identified and studied In severst recant
activities by LeRC. Changes or enhancements to this basic syslem are proposed only for
operational reasons; beyond very basic calculations, we have not optimized specifications or sizing.
Payloads are consistent with many eadler studies to support a crew of four round-trip Io Mars.
Commonality of design and operations Is preferred throughout. This means, for example, lhat a
single Earth orbit will be selected for both initial assembly and refurbishment between nd_slons.
Slmllady, common procedures will be used for operation of bolh piloted and cargo transfer vehicles.
Simplicity of In-space operation is also a ground rule. The processing sequences proposed and
evaluated are selected to minimize the complexity of on-orblt operations. Irllrastructure end
resources are minimized, consistent with safe, effecUveoperation.
Rnally, we address reactor disposal using conservative approaches In all cases.
Ground Rules
Spe<_led NEP reference systems for cargo and plioted transfer vehickm, based upon
propulsion module concept studied Ixevlously at LeRC
Payload sizing generally consistent with esdler studies for a crew of 6
Mars trenstt habitat - 40t
Earth Crew Capture Vehicle = 7 t, for Apollo-type reentry with V,, < 9.4 km/s
• Prefer common NEP vehicle configurations and procaselng sequences for piloted and
cargo misstons
• Minimize erH:xblt operations and Infreslmcture
• 8afe reactor disposal for all cases, from normal end of life to propulston system failure
• Spilt mission prollis
. cargo MTV tattles surface payload and MEV; crew MW carrles return propellant
- use 2012 cargo/2014 piloted oppodunlty for calculations
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Assumptions for NEP System Scaling
Each module Includes a complete Wopulslon system, from energy source to thrusters, and the
necessary structural support. The reactor Is designed to deliver 5 MWe st f_ power, with sn
efficiency of about 20%. Deign life for the reactor is two years st full power. The module mass
estimate is Just under 37 t, trmludlng all subsystems, so the target specific mass Is 7.3 kg/kWe.
Studiss by LeRC _ GE Indk:_te that, while this represents an advance in state-of-the-art, it Is s
reasonable projection for _le Cal0ablgly in the near lerm.
Cargo flight to the Moon or Mars would use a transfer vehicle configuration with s single I_opuislon
module. Piloted flights to Mini would include sytitam-kwel redundancy with two fully configured
pcopuision modules delivering 8 total of 10 MWe. In eddltlon to Improving nominal performance, the
piloted Mars Transler Vehicle (M'FV) features several abort modes for degraded propuislorl systems,
Including Io88 of an ontlre module. A parallel study by gAIC (Task Order 19 of this contract) reports
a preltmlnan/dsk/rehl:dlity meses_terd of the two-module "Hydra."
Assumptions for NEP System Scaling
Each propulsion module - "relstlvely nest-term" technology
• Complete, self-contained propulsion system with: growth SP-100 reactor, K-Ranklne power
conversion, PMAD, thrusters, heat rejection, and suppodlng truss structure
• Reactor delivers 5 MWe full power over 2 year life
* Argon Ion thrusters, Isp = 5000 s, 10,000 hour life
• Module spec,tlic m88e (Includes all subsystems) - 7.3 kg/kWe
Tramder Vehicle Cowflguratlo_s
• One 5 MWe module for cargo Illghts
• Two 5 MWe modules for piloted flights
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* C4"ewrendezvous In high Earth orbit
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• Ueo co_liplie approach lind tonnlrml dosing
strategy ol Gemini/Apollo
. Applk_ to all sp4ralIhru_ programs and
. Requires 8 Crew Taxi vehicle
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Mice Orbit Opemtlone
•Asequenceoloo-eniptlcapproaches
• Piloted chase vehicle In each case
• Avoid docking 2 large structures
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NEP Disposal - Summary
Vehicle and InfmetnJctum implications
• Include auxiliary propulsion In 5 MWe module design Ior
od_t raising (150 m/s)
• Separate disabled reactor from rest ol module - optional
capability
• OTV Ior assured removal from Earth orbit
I ,.
• Nominal End of Life - use stable
hdloc_c orbit
modest propellant requirements
- conservative dsk management
• I)lsebled Vehicle - use interplanetary path
- orbit life of > 10 7 years
- collision risk similarto asteroids
-no AV
• What About Earth Orbit?
- temporary storage only
- avoid long-term storage perceived risk
846
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Ground Rules & Assumptions
GROUND RULES:
• NO Planned EVA's for Basic Assembly or Contingency Operations
Docking Operations are AutomatedRobotics (I.e. FTS) Used for Maintenance and Refurbishment Ops
• 700 km Orbit is the Point of Departure for Assembly and Return Ops
. Maximize Common NEP Configurations for Cargo and Piloted Missions
• Minimize On-orbit Assembly and Required Supporting Infrastructure
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Use of a Cargo Transfer Vehicle (CTV) Is Available
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) is Available
CTV Docking Port is Available on Each Vehicle
• =250 t Launch Vehicle with Supporting Facilities is Available
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Mass of NEP Vehic!e Missions
The NEP vehicles addressed In this study had three missions, Lunar
cargo, Mars cargo, and Mars piloted with the mass breakdown as
shown on the facing pago.For the manned mission, there is an additional
cryogenic chemicarCrew Taxi with an Initial mass in LEO of 57 tonnes.
Itis used to transport the crew from LEO to the point of rendezvous
prior to Tmns Mars Injection.
I I
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Mass of NEP Vehicle Missions
i
NEP Spacecraft 40 40 80
Habitation & ECCV 0 0 50
Propellant 48 91 177
Tanks 5 9 18
Cargo 140 160 0
Total 233 300 325
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Saturn V Derived Orbital Delivery Capability
The performance calculations shown were based on a Saturn V derived
Heavy Lift Vehicle (HLV) under consideration for use In the First Lunar
Outpost (FLO) transportation system. FLYIT code (Martin Marietta
proprietary launch vehicle simulation) was used. The HLV has a
cryogenic 2nd stage. Since performance loss to 700 km Is very modest
and orbital decay from 700 km Is about 30 times greater than from 400
kin, this altitude was BASELINED for this study.
Examination of the launch mass requirements with the capabilities
indicates the need for TWO launches to support each of the Mars
missions, however, considerable excess capability exists. To Improve
the manifesting efficiency, It is suggested that a "banking" approach
be considered where the extra capability is filled with additional
propellant, spare components, etc. for use on other missions. These
could be stored on orbit, possibly on a platform.
TS. NEP-2FP
Saturn V Derived Orbital Delivery Capability
Orbital Altitude (km) Payload (tonne#)
300 259
500 250
700 241
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"Gu.t,.Feel" Baseline MJ_S!On for NEP ........
The basic steps to accomplish a cargo or piloted mission using NEP
vehicles are summarized. Individual mluion sequences along with
options are described in following charts. Some of the options, i.e.
return to earth of a NEP cargo vehicle are also Identified.
.............. "ill .......
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Mission Sequence - MARS/LUNARCARGO
The numbers Indicate the sequence of functions. Some options are
desirable st certain times in the mission as follows:
1.Take C'I'V to Mars -
2.All cargo left In Mars orbit or some landed on Mars
3.NEP from Mars/Lunar flight returned and circularized In - 700 km
earth orbit•
TS- 9011.$-FP
Mission Sequence - MARS/LUNARCARGO
Ilf
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Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED nLAUNCH
Two NEP's are launched in separate launches. It may be possible to
launch two NEP'a with the crew habitats and one ECCV in one launch
hthla requires some additional conceptual work for the vehicle and
abital design definition). If the NEP's are launohed separately, a CTV
is used to assemble the two vehicles using a CTV adaptor. This would
provide some backup since the CTV can maneuver and It would not
require Initial designation of each NEP ss to which is the target and
which Is the chase vehicle. It Is envisioned though that a stablliz_tion
system of some sort will be required on each NEP vehicle. Sizing of
these systems and the CTV should be traded and worked in an iterative
manner.
Use of the CTV and the adaptor, could provide further redundancy by
Implementing multiple docking probes.
/!
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Mission Sequence - qARSPILOTED| LAUNCH
Crew MINIon to Mars
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Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED I CON'I'D
Upon MPV completion of spiraling to escape, the Mars crew Is launched
in a taxi that has an ECCV capability. The taxi rendezvous with the MPV
assembly and continues to Mars. Once the vehicle Is clrcularizet! 'n Mars
orbit, the crew, using the taxi, transfers to the Mars Descent (MD)/Ascent
Vehicle (AV), previously delivered to Mars orbit by the cargo mission.
Subsequently the crew lands on Mars and after the requisite stay time,
returns to the MPV for return to earth. When high earth orbit Is attained,
before the spiral down to 700 km, the crew separates in the ECCV for
return to LEO or earth direct.
TS- 908.5-F P
Mission Sequence - MARS PILOTED! CONTD.
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NEP/MC.V - Concept , , •........
To fit within a 10X30 rn fairing, presently planned for HLV's, and to avoid
on-orbit assembly, s recommended radiator design, used In this study,
consists of 3 segments. The forward trapezoidal segment, 11 m long has
a short width of 4.5 m end a large width of $ m resulting in a 69 sq. m per
side area. The remaining two segments are rectangular , 8X18 m rsaulting
in an area of 144 sq.m per side. Thus the total radiator has an area of 357
sq. m, slightly larger than the besellneconfiguratlon of 347 sq. m
(supplied design).
The reactor is mounted on the short width and of the forward segment
and Can be packaged within the conic region of the shroud.
The d_ployment sequence Is automated and does NOT require on-orbit
assembly. The automated extension of the boom Is also posslL
(a design of such nature was analyzed for the Thermlonlc Space
Nuclear Power system proposal).
The remaining key Items, I.e. two solar pannels (lkw each), CTV docking
port, FTS and an engine pod are lain:chad with each vehicle. Cargo,
CTV and the propellant module are launched as lift and packaging
capabilities allow. Specific subsystem design concepts would be
required to specifically manifest and package a given mission.
T$- NEPAMCV Conc-FP
NEP Concept. MCV
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NEP Key Items
The NEP vehicle has • reactor assembly, a boom assembly, an FTS to
assist In contingency, repair and on-orbit maintenance oparations, an
engine pod,_located at the end or along the boom, depandln_] on.the .
use of a given vehicle, i.e. cargo/end or piloted/side, a CTV OOCKmgport,
and two solarpannels (lkw each) to provide communications, control
functions (RCS subsystem may be dsslrable) and FTS operations.
Cargo attachments (docking ports ?) for major cargo Items and onboard
spares will be provided and require a conceptual design to afford
timeline development for maintenance or repair operations (what
parameters and to what degree of finesse they must be specified is
addressed under the FTS operations part of this study).
TS. 811.I.FP
NEP Concept - Key Items
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NEP Ground Ops Flow
The NEP processing cells can handle the basic or cargo as required.
Upon completion of packaging and required amount of encapsulation,
the basic vehicle orthe cargo set is moved to the Vertical Assembly
Building for stacking with the launch vehicle.
The only on-ped operations planned would be associated with cryogenic
systems and their handling.
'TS- _.4_FP
NEP - Ground 0ps Flow , ,
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NEP Processing
The Items to be assembled and stowed (radiator, boom, etc. t are handled
in the horizontal processing cell. The sizing of the cell should be based
on a 5:1 area ratio of the stowed cargo area, plus the cargo area itself,
using the shroud diameter, and adjusted for the maximum length of the
unstowed (to be collapsed) Items.
Tg.tl20._Fp
NEP Processing
"rODView
Radiator Boom and
Attachments Processing
(HORIZONTAL)
MCV Stage / NEPIntegration
_ Facility Crane
RaN PlaUom
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Mars Cargo Processing
i I I i I i
As shown earlier in the ground ops flow, the Mars cargo will be
transported from the 700 km altitude to Mars orbit using the NEP vehicle.
The cargo is planned to be launched using the same HLV end thus
the same ground processing facilities am envisioned.
I
TS, 3
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NEP Orbital ape Summary - INITIALLAUNCH
The mission planners can select which Item set (NEP or cargo) is the
target and which Is the chase vehicle. The two will be placedat some
altitude apart. They both should be located st the same Inclination, thus
no mention is made of orbital plane change•
It is envisioned that after the NEP vehicle launch (probably the first
launched vehicle to allow confirmation that all systems are operational
before committing to launch of the cargo) the stowed systems will
automatically deploy and activate the prime subsystems required to
communicate with and control the vehicle. The activation and checkout
sequence duration will depend on the success of the automated
sequences and availability of support resources ('rDRSS, etc.). The
subsequent cargo launch time will depend on the pad turnaround time
or GOfor second launch, based on the above described flmeline, if a
second pad Is available.
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.NEP Orbital Ops Summary. INITIAL LAUNCH
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NEP Orbital Ops Summary, RENDEZVOUS/DOCK
The Mars cargo Is transfered from the cargo launch location to the NEP
vehicle via the CTV. Upon completion of the rendezvous end docking
sequence, I.e. cargo transfer, the CTV can be retained with the vehicle
as a re.,_ourceend eventually taken to Mere, or deployed and returned
for storage somewhere in the earth orbit realm (some options are
suggested In the "Deploy CTV" sequence.
As shown, the cargo transfer can take from a few hours to a few (could
be many in cases of failure or available CTV propellent limitations) days
depending on the separation altitude, the desired length for a launch
window, available AV, and the phasing angle between the two vehicles.
A sat of paremetdce over a desired range should be developed.
There are basically two options to how the cargo Is transferred; the
CTV gathers all cargo plecca at the cargo locatlon and takes the total
mass to the NEP, or It can go back and forth to plck up Indlvldual or
grouj _?,I pieces. Though It appears obvious to take the first choice,
a trade study Is recommended once a CTV Is slzed (propellant, control
authorlty, docklng mechanlzm, etc.)
at, _1_ _naw rex. -ant._; fJ IFFJFJ IlmalF aF_ m
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NEP Orbital Ops  ummary. REN_n__vous/DOCK
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NEP Orbital Ops - RENDEZVOUS/DOCKDetails
I l lllll II I Ill
The choice for the 700 km orbit that was baselined (agreed upon In a
joint telecon) is referenced, and as one can see, no reboost Is required
at the 700 km altitude. Additional consideration of radioactive decay
is discussed separately.
The times shown for cargo piece capture by the CTV along with the
transfer times from cargo location to the NEP vehicle are ball park
figures estimated from similar activities calculated for specific Space
Transfer Vehicle (STV) configuration studies (see referenced sources).
It Is recommended that each NEP have an FTS and a CTV docking and
retention capability.
One can see that using this cargo transfer approach, a minimum of
32.5 hrs, not counting validation and verification times required by
the ground crews, would be required for on-orbit assembly.
I
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NEP Orbital Ops, RENDF.Z,,VOUS/DOCK Details
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Orbital Ops Option - 1
When the cargo pieces are assembled before transfer to the NEP and
then sequentially attached to the NEP vehicle_ it appears that some
time and propellant can be saved; assembly time of 22 hrs. However,
no validation and verification time has been allocated for the ground
crew support/control operations or potential ground resource availability
constraints.
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Orbital ops option- 1 (MCV)
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Orbital Ops Timeline ,S,ummary - CARGO AS,,SEMBLY
The times, based on the STV calculated point design for a Lunar cargo
transfer vehicle study #NAS8-37856_ as shown would result from the
number of individual cargo pieces that must be assembled. In this
study we assumed the shown three major pieces.
|1
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Orbital Ops Timeline Summary. CARGOASSEMBLY
I-_ 10.Shrs _- I
700 km Circular Orbit
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NEP Concept-,MPV
The key differences between a NEP for Mars cargo versus the one for
piloted use are:
1.The an! ne pod is located on the side of the boom so that adjustment
for CG ; possible and balanced thrust between the two assemblies
during Mars transfer and return to Earth can be configured.
2.A crw habitat is provided for on each NEP to balance the CG between
the two NEP modules after assembly. They are connected with a
tunnel after docking. One of the habitats has an attached Earth Capture
Crew Vehicle (ECCV) for contingencies. The second ECCV is carded
with the taxi that is brought up as part of the crew launch.
3.A drogue assembly to Interface with a CTV docking adaptor using
multiple probes so that either NEP can be designated as the target
vehicle and also provide backup for docking operations.
It is recommendee that each NEP for the Mars Piloted Vehicle (MPV)
also be equipped with an FTS and a CTV docking port (2nd level backup).
! 4-_ W,PdlPi'H, I 5fJ rFJl nb_ m
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NEP Concept - MPV
Stowed
NEPMod_e
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MPV Ground Flow
The MPV ground flow Is essentially the same as that for the NEP cargo
vehicle except for the specific components Involved. It takes two
launches to get the two NEP vehicles in orbit. The crew with the crew
taxi, which also contains an ECCV, is launched as a 3rd flight.
TS-011.3-FP
MPV Ground Flow
MPV
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• TWO Launches with NEP Vehicles
- One Crew Hab (includes ECCV)
Craw Taxi (includes ECCV) Launched with Manned Flight
• For GROUND Ops See NEP Processing
• CTV Assumed to be:
- On-orbit from Cargo Launch
On-orbit from Space Station
• Launched with One of the NEP'e for the MPV
TS920el 1,3tier.
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MPV Ground processing
The same ground facilities, using the same sizing estimations as for the
NEP cargo vehicle, ere used to support the NEP's for the MPV.
I I
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MPV & Crew Hab on One Integration
NOTE: Taxi has ECCV Capability
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MPV Orb Ops - RENDEZVOUS& DOCK
Using a CTV, after each vehicle has been checked out, it is estimated
based on the eerller detailed task timellnes, that the rendezvous and
docking operation will require a minimum of 36 hrs.
Once docked, the crew transfer tunnel will be extended conner.finq
both MPV/NEP modules•
• . • J =- m s
1"5- |12.2-FP
MPV Orb O s - RENDEZVOUS & DOCK
7_ km (241 t) Cr..,Tr,...,.T..,,.i
........ , Extendedmd Connected
•=36 hrs /
// / X Adaptor
CTV Docking (2 Probes)
TwoLaunohu
_ Adaptor (Drogues)
......."
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.MPV Orbital Ops
For the spiral out or the final Mars transfer configuration, the CTV may
be taken along or left behind. The crew taxi is brought up with the crew
launch, however, the docking operation may utilize the CTV. As can be
seen, sizing of the CTV in terms of control system, available propellant
and ground control Interfaces Is desirable before more detailed task
assessments are undertaken.
MPV Orbital Ops
)00 km Ing I - R ebeell), ef
_ km (_ I- ReboeN _), =r
km (24! I - NO flMl_l)
"Rendezvous & DOck
• Spiral to Escape _ .,,td_\_,_
/ • Crew Transfer (with Taxi)
b_
Ill III .......,_ _ d/ See Rendezvous & Dock Seq
UL-JU / -
Mars Transfer Conflaur:=!!n_r_
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The Rendezvous Profile
Dsalgnata s passive Target Vehicle (TV) and an active Chase Vehicle (CV)
• Approach Impulse sequence establishes nominal starting conditions for the
termlnal closing phase
Example: CV moves to cortcentrlc circular orbit just below IV altitude
(say 20 km) by adjusting one orb4t parameter al a tlme
• Terminal Close impulse sequence reduces range and range rate for final docking
Example: CV uses Une-of-slghl thrusUng Io raise altllude and close to
wlthln a few meters of TV
StaUon-keeping final (optional) checkout pdor to docking
Docking Combination of small Impulses and physical grappling devices
NP-TIM-92
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Orbit Rendezvous Experience Base
OI the sovoral rendezvous schemes considered for Gemini and Apollo, the circular, coplanar method
was selected. First, the target vehicle's orbit was established at a selected altitude. Then, the chase
vehicle launched and began the approach phase, modifying Its orbit with a preplanned Impulse
sequence. Since these flights involved human crews, lime to rendezvous was minimized at the
expense of some additional prop_lant. Autonomous rendezvous could follow the same general
procedure, using a maneuver esquance designed to mlnlmlze propellant over a tonger time interval.
The chase vehicle approach phase ended tn a circular, coplanar orbit at slightly lower altitude, with
the chaser lagging the target by a few tens of kilometers. For Gemini, the altitude difference was 15
nautical miles, or about 28 km. The range was 30 - 40 N.Mi., since predicted visibility would gi_e a
clear line of sight to the Agena target at that range.
The Apollo rendezvous followed a similar sequence. Just after the CSM passed overhead, the LM
launched from the surface to a transfer orbit of 60,000 feet by 45 N.MI. Clrcutarlzation at 45 N.MI.
gave the starling conditions for terminal closing phase. The entire sequence was completed 3.5
hours after the LM Uftoff.
The terminal closing phase for Gemini and Apollo was flown manually, using line-of-sight thrusting
by the chase vehicle. The entire approach phase design was intended to produce standard
conditions (lighting, direction, range, range rate, and required &V) to begin the terminal closing
phase. For Apollo, s faster rendezvous approach would have used direct ascent from the sudece to
standard terminal closing conditions; but the expected dispersion range In starting conditions would
have been too large. The concenlrlc orbit approach reduced this dispersion to acceptable values.
Note that the orbits need not be circular: the same control can be echleved wtth co-elliptic orbits.
Orbit Rendezvous Experience Base
• Approach phase puts target and chase vehicles in olrcular, coplanar
orbits with specified altitude separation, &H (can also be
• Terminal closing phase performed manually, so standard initial conditions
are very desirable:
- approach direction
- lighting conditions
- line-of-sight rates
- nominal AV budget
Gemini
Agena TV
.-" AH . 15 N.M|, "'"'"
.................... _r°_ ...............
. ........ Gemini ...... ..
CV
• Chase Vehicle below and behind Target to
commence Terminal Closing;
Range = 30 - 40 N.MI.
Approach ,
Pha
Terminal
Close
CSM @ 60 N.MI.
/•°."""
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• LM ascends, injects to 60,000 ftx 45 N.Mi.,
then circularizes a145 NMi. to staff
Terminal Clo_ng
• 3.5 hours IIfI-off to docking
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Rendezvous Selection Considerations
Crew rendezvous with a spiralling NEP Iransfer vehlcl+_ Is complicated by hazaud avoidance and
timing corlsideratlons. Minimizing crew lime Irave0stng Iho _a(liatlon belts suggests a location abtwo
19,000 km altitude. But htgher orbits mean higher energy requirements for the crew taxi and, mote
impodanlly, longer phasing periods for the rendezvous sequence.
The list of operational constraints on the following chad suggests thai considerable work will be
needed to define near-optimal rendezvous strategies for an NEP transfer vehicle departing Earth.
We consider four basic alternatives as a preliminary evaluation.
Rendezvous Selection Considerations
Libration.. Point(s). "_t
• • ',, •. ,L' ,o ,o ,, ' • .I
• " GEO ' • " • )
• " .,;+ .''- ,,t + . , +
Increasing energy and flight time
requirements for the Crew Taxi
Van Allen Belts
Debris Hazard
500 - 1,500(÷) km
with Concentration
@ 1,000 km
f 13,000 - 19,000 km
2 000 - 5,000 km
i • " "
• : ,+. q, .,., ,. • .
• "Debris " •
i-'" ". " ,+ i ° t1"L':'-'": '." .:"
MTV A ss em b !y__@_70_...k.m_
SSF @ 400 km
Intensity varies wl solar activily;
peaks at 16,000 km
Constant htgh radiatio¢= intensity;
peaks al 4,800 km
_iJ2iH2?/ii>iiTi_"
EaCh
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Crew Taxi Rendezvous with NEP Transfer Vehicle
Problem: Pick an Earth orbit location and an approach/rendezvous sequence that:
minimizes crew exposure to natural and on-board ra_llatlon
• mlnimlzes risk of orbital debris Impact
minimizes crew time on board the
minimizes vehicle design and propulsion requirements for the crew taxi and for lhe
Mars Transfer Vehicle
- minimizes complexlty of operational sequences for nominal and fallbe,ck modes
minimizes crew time spent In rendezvous
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Rendezvous Location Uptions
lhree of tire options proposed for rendezvous are shown opposite. Tire lirst Is to select a high Earth
orbit altitude, above the van Allen bells arid bee of debris collections. A controlled co-elliptic
rendezvous sequence would build on our experience base from early manned programs.
The second option Is to rendezvous posl-escape, somewhal analogous to the direct ascent
approach considered and rejected for Apollo. NEP thrusting would be suspended long enough
(exact interval Io be determined, but probably a few days) to reduce the radiation hazard and permit
the crew taxi to chase a target with relatively stable orbit conditions. Since approach and terminal
closing phases are combined, there is one less measure of control over the close approach
conditions. Off-nominal burns from LEO departure create a broader range of possible approach
conditions than the co-elliptic strategy. Moreover, there Is only one chance to "catch the bus."
The third option, not diagrammed on the chart, is to deliver both the MTV and crew taxi to one of the
Earth-Moon stable llbration points, and rendezvous them. Previous studies (post-Apollo) suggested
some advantages Ior the trans-lunar 1.2 point as a node, over the L1 point. However, the selection is
moot in the case of the reference trajectory and spiral, because the M]V reaches escape condltlons
well before reaching lunar dlstancel To use eilher llbration point would require modifying the spiral
to use a non-optimal thrust program; this can be done, but at the expense of addiUonal time and
propellant for the spiral. This also adds thrust-on time to count against thruster lifetime limits
lhe final option Is to rendezvous in low lunar orbit. The crew would be sent out on a Lunar Transler
Vehicle, possibly as "hitchhikers" on a regular lunar mission, to board their MIV waiting tn orbit.
Feasibility of this approach depends on the lunar exploration manifest and Infrastructure to support
it. A ,'tV of about 2-3 km/s would be needed for NEP orbit capture/departure, but this is likely to
produce only a small Increase tn propellant loading. Of course, this approach adds some
operations complexity in scheduling concurrent lunar and Mars flights.
Rendezvous Location Options
Option 2
Option 1: High Earth Orbit
• Suspend NEP thrusting program anytime before
reaching escape
- establish targel vehicle orbit
- power oulput decay (10- day delay. I._efMMAG)
• Crew taxi departs LEO to co-elliptic orbil position below
and trailing Ihe targel NEP vehicle
• Perform co-elllpll¢ terminal rendezvous sequence and
dock with NEP
• Continue NEP spiral to escape
Olptlon 2: Poet-Escape
• Suspend NEP thrusllng program only as long as
required tor crew safety
• "Direct ascent" trajectory to rendezvous
• Combined approach and terminal closing phases
Option 3: Llbrallon Point Rendezvous
• Both vehicles transfer to Lt (or 1_2)
• Not shown opposite because this optimal Ihrust
programrea_h0seaGap__ndltl0n_w_llbol0ralunar
distance
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Considering the high orbit (Option 1 on the previous page), there are performance Impacts of
selecting an altitude. A two-Impulse transfer from LEO would use the first burn to raise Ihe orbil
apogee to the selected altitude, and the second burn Io ckcularize there. Assuming this burn
sequence, the &V requirement increases rapidly with altitude, but Ilattens out above geosynchronous
altitude (35,786 km). However, the radtation hazard of Ihe van Allen belts torces a selection higher
than 19,000 km, so the crew taxi must be able to handle In excess of 3 km/s Impulse from the main
engines,
At the same time, orbit pedod Is Increasing from a few hours at lower altitudes to stgnllicanl
fractions of a day at higher orbits. A longer period implies a longer rendezvous and docking
sequence, especially for fell-back opliona that require more than one or two revolutions. Therefore,
even though there Is a lirntied energy savings to be gained from usk_ the lowest possible orbit
above the radiation belts, there Is an operational advantage. We propose an altitude of 20,000 km,
assuming a roughly circular orbit for crew transfer to the dep_ MTV.
The third curve oct the opposite page shows the additional time the crew wlH spend aboard the MI"V
If this co-elltplic approach Is used. The suggested altilude requires an extra t 7 days on board the
MTV In addition to the Earth-Mars transfer time.
Mission Performance Impacts of Rendezvous Orbit Selection
20i
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Flendezvous Orbit AIUtude -km
• Crew Taxi impulse increases rapidly with altitude; hits a "knee" at ~20,000 km
• Orbit period (circular) increases lineady with altitude. The longer the period, the
longer the terminal rendezvous sequence for a co-elliptic rendezvous.
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Mars Orbit Operations: MEV Deployment & Return
Several rendezvous an docking operations In Mars orbit are required to support the surface mission
and return trip. The carloon opposite Illustrates one approach thai may minimize the complexity of
each step, but at the expense of adding at least one step to the process.
To begin, the crew MIV spirals to capture at Mars in an orbit that approaches the cargo MTV which
has arrived earlier and has already deployed part of the surface payload. From this rough matching
of orbit parameters, the crew taxi or another element designed for this purpose completes the
terminal closing phase to transfer the crew 1o the MEV brought out by the cargo vehicle.
After conducting the surface mission, the crew returns directly to the crew transfer vehicle in the
MEV, completes a co-elliptic rendezvous, and readies for depadure.
Mars Orbit Operations: MEV Deployment & Return
Crew MTV
Cargo MTV
J
Crew MTV .._
• Crew MTV spirals to rendezvous o_bit
• Allow delay el several (< t0) days after reactor shutdown
before crew movement begins
• Crew Taxi shuffles crew to Cargo MTV _ortransler to MEV
• MEV separates and begtns descent sequence
• Sudace missl0n
• MEV ascends to co-elllpllc rendezvous _lh Crew MTV
• Craw MTV spirals to escape on EaMh return trajectory
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Mars Orbit Operations
The advantage to this approach Is eliminaling the need to dock the crew and cargo MTVs. The only
transfer requirement 1o¢the baseline mission profile Is to move the crew Item transfer element to
excursion element and back again; no propellant transfer Is required for the crew's return.
NEP: System Concepts
Mars Orbit Operations
Several Independent rendezvous operations with different active partners
Crew MTV must perform the gross maneuvers of apfxoach to match orbit parameters with
the cargo MTV, already In orbit
• Crew Taxi (or similar element) must pedorm termtnal close and docking to transfer the
crew to the MEV.
MEV musl perform complete rendezvous and docking sequence upon return from Mars
surface.
Altemathm: Crew MTV and Cargo MI"V rendezvous
• Requires close maneuvering of two large structures, and approprlale imardng for all
operational sequences at Earth and Mars.
Complicates crew safety on approach: mue! avoid 3 radiation sources
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NEP Rendezvous Approach and Design Implications
Earth Escape
• Rendezvous at Earth-Moon L2 may be Incompatible with the optimal IhrusUng program for
spiral escape; spiral time could be extended, but at the cost of extra thrust time.
• Select a high Earth orbit altitude (20,000 kin) for co-elliptic approach/rendezvous
standard, controlled rendezvous sequence
- permits delay for power decay after shuldown, before crew approaches
• Crew taxi must have ECCV capability and be able to handle AV of 3.5 km/s
• Increases crew time on board MTV by a few days (17 In this case)
Mare MEV Separation/Approach
_e cr_ _! tol_rrycr_wfrom,t_!r_w !q!heM.EV
• Eliminates the need to rendezvous and dock two large structures
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0n-orbitSupportRequirements
• PLATFORM in a 720 km Orbit [Study Indicates Operational Advantages]
- Reboost
- Attitude Control
- Ops Power
- CTV Storage/Dock
• CTV
- Cargo Transfer
- NEP Repositioning/Reboost Backup
- MPV Rendezvous & Dock
• Mission Control
- Deployment Verification
Next Function GO
- Rendezvous/Docking Calculations
Auto Sequence(s) Overrides
• Space Station Interface (contingencies, backup, CTV?)
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NEP Weiclht Statement
ii i
To assess the ability of the FTS as presently designed to handle specific
Items, the weight statement as shown was used. Each item was viewed
from a mass aspect to see If It is a contender for handling by the FTS.
The FTS task column indicates the results. In the case of the power
distribution system, the 10000 kg are probably devided between various
components, each of which could be handled adequately. However, to
finalize suchan assessment, the design to at least a conceptual level,
for each subsystem component, must be defined. It is the location of
each Item that will determine how long It takes for the FTS to get to it,
what motion Is required to twist/pull/push/lift etc. for handling each
item, and thus establish requirements on the FTS and the subsystem
components. Obviously this is a vary Interactive and iteratlve process.
The same discussion as above applies to the Taxi and Crew Habitat
handling since they will consist of components.
Repair operations where pull and push functions by the FTS are probably
desired, will Impact the design requirements placed on these compo-
nents. Particularly In this group would fall the solar pannel mechanisms,
the thrusters, andpropellant/electrical connectors.
7S. 6t2.44_p
NEP Weight Statement
i ii
MCV/LCV Mass k0 FTS Task
• Reactor/Radiator Assembly 23285 NIA
Solar Pannel Assembly 163 each _/
Flight Telerobotic Servicer 700 N/A
• Engine Pod 3000 _/
• Propellant Module 10000 dry _/
• Power Distribution 10000 ?
• Miscellaneous Structure 4xxx
+
• 2 x MDIAV (Cargo) 75000 x 2
MPV
• Taxi(with ECCV capability)
• CTV Docking Assembly
• Crew Habitat Module (with ECCV)
MCV/MPV OPTIONS
• CTV Docking Port
• CTV Docking Adaptor
• CTV (Wet)
57000 ?
20OO
50000 ?
500 N/A
20006000
"r9920ol2.4
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Rendezvous 1Prox Ops I FTS & Other References ,
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Rendezvous, Prox Ops, FTS & Other R,e,ferenc_ps,,
RENDEZVOUS & PROX OP8: ( BillJmcklmn/ JBC[7131483-8303)
• Space Transfer Vehicle, Lunar Transportation Study NAS8-37856,
AV Allocations, Timellnes, and Earth/Lunar Orbit Rendezvous
• NLS Cargo Transfer Vehicle Guidance and Targeting Strategies,
Wayne Deaton NASA-MSFC, 8 April 92
• CTV Briefing #3 to MSFC (Martin Marietta Proprietary)
FTS:
• Max Load Carrying Capability Final Report; MMAG Memo
FTS-SYS-90-473
• An Analytic Solution for Robotic Trajectory Generation,
MMAG Memo FTS-SYS-90-452
• Contract # NAS5-30689
OTHER
• 1 KW SUPER Design for the P91-1 Program
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FTS - Timeline ,Considerations
The referenced FTS documents were used for showing a boundary of
of how Item mass relates to maneuver time including general
considerations as listed. This only addresses the motion of lift/move
itself. To develop total task timellnes, the design (at least at a concept
level) is needed.
Note that denser objects can be moved faster since fb_._ !'! be smaller
and their CG closer to the attach point, therefore a shorter lever arm.
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FTS - Timeline Considerat!ons
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CONSIDERATIONS INCLUDED;
1.Joint Torque Limits
2.Joint Velocity Limits
3.Mass Properties
4.Maneuver
5.Poeltlon Loop Bandwidth
6.Simulation Model
7.Sale Velocities
NP-TIM-92
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NEP, Orbital Ops Summary - FTS
The tasks listed Is a beginning of e long list that needs to evolve as the
vehicle conceptual design evolves• The specific Item single maneuver
time needs to be connected with the task tlmeline, which requires the
knowledge of location, reach distance, etc. and thus leads to the
recommendation that a conceptual design for the subsystems an,'
therefore the total vehicle be undertaken.
I /
i.-_ wali¢J_alr=¢E.v,lw._ B-Jir t.uw _m_ m
,NEP Orbital Ops Summary - FTs
CONTINGENCIES
Cargo Secure
: Power Deploy
SINGLE MANEUVER TIME
rna= _
• Engine= 9.4 _ 15
• EnginePods 9.4 30
• Powe¢Cond.
• SolarPanel 3.3 12
M/gIiXYdi_tgE
,Engines @750kg/5m3
Engine Pods (4 engines) @3000kg
Power Conditioner 10000kg/?
Solar Panels @ 111 kg each
NEP: Sy=tem Coocel_S
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Maintenance & Refurbishment Scenarios ,
The NEP vehicle is basic for the Mars cargo, Lunar cargo, and the Mars
piloted flights. Variations in vehicle configurations depend on the
specific mission. As was seen from previous discussions on cargo
rendezvous and docking sequences and their relationship to manifests,
it appears that a unmanned, passive platform could be of operational
advantage. The platform could also have a dedicated FTS to perform
such tasks as thruster replacement where the remainder of the pod
is operational (failures that have occured before expected end of life).
The numbers under each type of equipment Indicate the total number
recommended for use In accomplishing a given Mars mission.
LB_,_ f./IFPm _l=-J% _ f, Ir.'bB I ak JMr_* i
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Veh!cle Refueling
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Vehicle Refuel!ha
I I II I Ill i
• Fluid Transfer NEP Vah. (trade study required- does NOT look favorable)
. Propellant in Module Form for Initial Vehicle Configuration
- Maintain Propellant Module Synergism
• Fluid Transfer CTV Appears Favorable
NEP: System ConceptJ
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Thruster Replacement ,,
This Page Left Intentionally Blank
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Thruster Reolacemen|
• Thruster OR Engine Pod Replacement is Feasible with FTS Design
- Mass drives maneuver time
- Component design will drive:
Accuracy Req.
Force Req_ These and Moving Distance Determine
DexterityReq. Total Task Tlmellnei
Reach Req.
NP-T[M-92 901
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Non-nuc!ear..S.yste..m.R_,pairs ................ .
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Non-nuclear System ,,Repairs
......... Imll II II • .... ! ii i DR d Hi i i, ,
• In _._rel PosslMo end Desirable (_flc _amics have been analyze)
- Specific _ign _pe_nt
Mass Densi_ _ent
• _S May _ Usable in _nju_tlon with the C_
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Refurb & Maintenance Schedule
i
Some of the possible candidates for refurbishment and maintenance
are Identified and their potential schedule suggested. Again, until
at least a conceptual level of subsystem design is performed, specific
component replacements, their projected rellabilltly and buildup of
that particular function, as shown In this list, can not be accomplished.
,J" f J IF.".D _l. vLB'iS fJ v_JI :_ m f J IB
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Refurbishment and Maintenanc e Schedules
REFURBISHMENT ITEM_
• Solar Power - Replace Panel Assembly (2/vehicle)
- Replace Battery Assembly (2/vehicle)
• Crew Habitat
• Engine Pods
TaxiPropellantModule
• CTV Docking Adaptor
• FTS
• CTV
SCHEDULE
Each Mission
As Req.
Each Mission
Each Mission *
Each Mission
Each Mission
Upon Failure
10 yrs/Failure
As Req.
MAINTENANCE ITEMS
• Solar Power - Drive Mechanism InspectJReplace
• Crew Habitat - Selective Items
• CTV - Selective Items
As Req.
As Req.
As Req.
NOTE: * An option of taking extra pods to Mars for scheduled
replacement should be considered
TS92OBT 8.3
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Decay Power of a 5 MWe NEP _
Upon return and subsequent to shutdown of each 5 MWe module, the
decay time and power were tabulated. On the basis of these results
it is recommended that a mintmum of 10 days be allowed before any
cargo or propellent loading is initiated. One can see that a further
walt to 100 days would only further reduce the doses by a factor of 0.4.
_.2-FP
Decay Power of a 5 MWe NEP - AFTERSHUTDOWN
I I
]]mL(dOZ_ Fraction of P rated Decay Power (kWt_
0.1 0.01 244
1.0 0.005 122
10.0 0,0015 37
100.0 0,0006 15
1000.0 0,0OO3 7
NEP" System Coaoel_ 904
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10 MWe NEP RadioIogical Inventory if Re-entering
The worst case scenario for a Mars piloted vehicle failing In all aspects
upon return to a 700 km LEO orbit would have a radiological Inventory
as shown. The vehicle has two 5 MWe modules for a total power of
50 MWt. The Mars mission is assumed to last for three full power burn
years for a total reactor usage of 150 MWt-years. Since re-entry from a
700 km orbit for this type of vehicle (ballistic coefficient of 200 kg/m2)
Is expected to be around 54 years, the radiological hazard would be
=100,000 Ci.
The probable health consequences are ZERO, since odds are 75% that
the system will land In the ocean and sink through the bottom
Immersing 50 to 100 m below the sub-sea bed, thus safe disposal.
If the reactor were to re-enter over prime farm land, breaking up and
dispersing, the prime hazard will come from the bone seeking Isotopes
Sr90 and Cs137, both with half-lives of =30 years. Typical crop
condemnation level is =1 Ci/km2. Thus under the worst smooth
scattering possible, about 100,000 kin2 could conceivably be
contaminated. If the crop were wheat, assuming $2.50 per bushel at 40
bushels to an acre, economic losses would be $2.5 B/yr. Clearly this
would not be acceptable and an Infrastructure to assure prevention of
this type of an accident is recommended.
911,1.FP
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10 MWe NEP Radiological Inventory if Re-entering
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Further Study Recommendations
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Further Study Recommendations
• SIZE CARGO TRANSFER VEHICLE (Opt.l-take aUong;Opt.2-1eave in EO)
- Control System
- Propellant (Cryo, Space Storable Cryo, Storables TRADES)
- Communications
• SIZE FLIGHT TELEROBOTICS SERVICER
- Cargo Assist
- Routine Maintenance
- Potential Contingencies
• POWER SUBSYSTEM DESIGN/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
- Component Performance
- Component Simulation Models (Transfer Functions)
- System Design Requirements Based on Simulations
• TRADE CTV vs A'rrlTUDE CONTROL ON THE MPV
- Type of Attitude Control
- Location & Size of Attitude Control (Soft and Hard Dock)
• TOP CUT AT GROUND PROCESSING COSTS
• POTENTIAL FTS ACTIVITY DETAILS (Push, Pull, Twist, etc.)
NOTE:May Establish Synergistic Requirements with Other
TIW_41|.2
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Ground Processin,q Cost Estimate
Studies performed and on-going in the areas of STV and HLV have
generated data for facility sizing, task planning, ground support test
and simulation equipment Identification, and the assoclatad projected
costs. There are cost and task trade and sensitivity models at KSC
and MSFC. These could be exercised to gain a fee/for the cost bounds
associated with processing a NEP wehicle.
The chart shows a sample of the kind of Information that can be made
available and could be worked In conjunction with a vehicle concept
design task.
T_ IIII2.I-RI
Ground Processing C0st Estimate
'_..?.J_,_.l.O_ LOCA_ON
MCV
Assemble Slder Radlalor Sections _ HVPF
Install Re=rotor Ammmbly ? -
Install CTI/Docking Port HVPF
In,all ITS HVPF
Install Engine Pod HVPF
Assemble Cargo Modules
installCTV
MPV
DURATION trot MANPOWEI_ (m) COSTS
II S xxxx
OPTION8
Standard Tasks;
Mating 2 Item -- 4hvs -- math, fluid, etectr, eys, quilt.
T5920et2.$
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Disposal Scenarios - Status and Location of Transfer Vehicle
i J L P..
Normal End of Life
• Piloted MIV: on Earth approach/flyby after ECCV separates
• Piloted or cargo MTV: in Earth orbit, after return and caplure (option)
• Cargo MTV: in Mars olbit
After Propulsion System Failure
• Ill Earth orbit
during Initial syslem slad-up; limited fission product Inventory on board
during spiral In/out operation, between designated Earth orbit and escape
conditions
after return from Mars
• During trans-Mars cruise
• In Mars orbit
• During trans-Earth cruise
ORtGIhlAL F'__'__, t,e
OF POOR QUALITY
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Disposal Options - Where to Put It?
Two planetary orbit classes and two heliocentric orbit classes are considered for temporary storage
and permanent disposal locations. Each has advantages for certain disposal scenarios, but each
also has limitations. This study evaluates all Iour, and proposes a basic disposal strategy that
comslders safety, feasibility, and ease of operation.
Planning a solar system ejection or "crashing" Into the Sun as a nominal disposal mode demands
too much energy, and too much autonomous operations time to be practical. It Is possible that the
lasl use of an NEP module could be to power a robotic planetary explorer or a high-energy
execllptlo mission. However, this Introduces further oparalional complexity and timing Issues that
are not relevant for preliminary propulsion technology planning.
Disposal Options - Where to put It?
• Earth orbit
Orbit lifetime is a function of altitude and the ballistic coefficient of the vehicle or
system configuration
- "Nuclear-safe" must be defined relative to the nature of the risk for each case;
altitude of 700 km selected for this case based on lifetime and risk
• Mars Orbit - presumably no closer than Deimos
• Heliocentric transfer flight path
Leaves the reactor or vehicle In some Interplanetary flight path
Most will cross both Earth and Mars, but still have very long life times
• Stable heliocentric orbit
8lads out at t.lg x t.t0 AM . betw_n Esdh and Malt
Predicted not to be perturbed into a planet crossing path for a _ long time; after
that, same characteristics as previous case
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Earth Orbit Lifetime Versus Orbit Ntltude
The first, and most cdtlcal disposal option Is an Earth orbit. This option ts Included _ facto Ior
initial reactor starlup and for any reuse sc(merlos, so the question Is how to pick an orb, attitude
that malchas the risk factors and that is w4thin Earth.4o-od_ capabl_ty.
AnalysIs by Martin Marietta _ another section of this repod Indlcttas the! s 700 km altitude is w_
within the reach of antiCil_ted heaw lift launch vehicles for SEL In fact, ETa capeb#tty degrades
only slightly from 400 km to 700 kin. Maximum od_t lifetime favors • higher al#tmle, as the graph
oppositewillshow.
Orbit lifetime Is plotted versus odoit altitude for circular orbits from 200 km up to 1600 kin. The
Illetlme is [3ZQ]_ with respect Io the ballistic ooeflk:iant of the vehicle In orbit. The two curves
represent different etmoepherlc density models: the upper curve assurn(m normal levels of solar
antlvlty, while the lower curve factors In most of the observed high solar activity pedods. Both
curves will be used to astirnata a lifetime range, with the normal activity showing u longer gfetlme,
and the high activity showing a more conservative sl_orter lifetime.
To use the curves, the mass and physical dimensions of the orbiting vehicle musl be known, and a
drag coefficient must be supplied. The table on the next page shows calculated Iiistlme ranges for
some cases of Interest for the NEP vehicle.
Earth Orbit Lifetime vs. Altitude
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SCeoted Orbit Lifetimes
Four possible disposal configurations have been evaluated, from a fully loaded MTV to a single
propulsion module. Masses for each are shown, as Is the area presented ff we assume that the
largest, possible plane area Is perpendicular to the dlreatlon of mollon. Areas are approximate, and
the assumption that the largest area will always be presented to produce drag will produce
conservative results. Drag coefficients shown are for rough shape equivalents; a complets
calculation for this situation Is beyond the scope of this study. These quantities are used lo
calculate a ballistic coefficient for each disposal configuration, which is then multiplied by the
normalized lifetime (read off the preoedlng graph), and converted to years.
The results In Ihe table opposite show the value of higher altitudes for extended life In orbit without
reboost procedures. Based on this preliminary analysis, we select a 700 km circular Earth orbit for
all operations. ThIs location Is also suitable for temporary storage, but probably not for permanent
disposal of a spent nuclear reactor.
Selected Orbit Lifetimes
Disposal Configuration
Mars Transfer Vehicle
Fully Loaded
Mars Transfer Vehicle
w/o Payload. Propellant
1 5 MWe Module
1 Reactor only
Area based on Iongesl 2 dimensions
Predicted Orbit Ufetime (Yrs)
Mass CO Area _ for the Speclf'_:l Altitude
kg m= kg/m2 400 km 700 km 1000 km
325,000 2 1,525 107 0.5- 0.9 40- 140
90°000 2 1,4251 32 0.1 -0.3 10-40
36,285 2 710 26 0.1 - 0.2 10- 30
3,500 1.3 10 269 1.2 - 2.2 110 - 350
1110-2950
350-880
280 - 729
2800 - 7400
Notes: 1. Estimated area assumes largest i_ane area Is perpendicular to the velocity vector
2. Drag coefficients are only rough approximations by shape
3. Lifetime range determined by using both atmospheric density models
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Disposal On an Interplanetary Flight Path
Another disposal posalbility, especially suited to a transfer vehicle already in interplanetary flight, is
to Sk_l_ leave the vehicle In some interplanetary flight path. The path selected might be the current
one, or It might be specifically designed to minimize the possibility of a future reencounter. This
option could also be used for • vehicle In planetary orbit, by accelerating tt to escape conditions.
This strategy Is the NEP equivalent of "jettisoning" 8 spent propulsion stage after use: leave it where
it Is, and accept the small poesibillty of a reencounter.
Because interplaneta_ transfers crees one or more planet orbits, they set up the _biflty of either
a direct collision or, rnom Hkety, a close encounter (within a few planet radii} that creates a _'avtty-
turn and so pertmhe the vehicle's original path. The more close encounters, the greater the
perlurbetion$, and the grealer the poesibiflty of terminating the vehicle's orbit. Termination may be
In the form of a collision with a planet, Impacting the Sun, or ejection from the solar system. While
not ON of these are bad, the process Is uncontrolled wilhout further hurmm Intervention.
Lifetimes of bodies in plenet-croesing paths may be estimated with a Monte Carlo slmuletlon
technique, such as SAIC's Planetary Encounter Probeblllty Analysis (PEPA) code. This analysis
suggests that, with few exceptions, leaving an NEP vehicle tna typical Interplanetary orbit produces
8 risk no greater than the natural risk of collision with one of the Earth-lkoproachtng asteroids.
Disposal on an Interplanetary Flight Path
• Typical Earth-Mars low thrust trajectories (outbound or inbound):
lie slightly out of the ecliptic plane
graze the orbits of Earlh and Mars
If the MTV Is left In a typical flight path, Monte Carlo simulation using SAIC's PEPA Code
predicts:
Mean orbit lilelimes of 107 - 10 ° years
Chance of collision with Earth In 10 e years is low In all cases - nearly zero in most
So, the risk of a nuclear-powered Mars Transfer Vehicle colliding with Earth is of
approximately the same order as the risk of co_ltding with a near-Earth asteroid
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PredictedOrbitLifetimesfor Typical Low Thrust TrsJectortas
The table opposite summarizes the results of several simulation runs, using various polnls along
typical low-thrust trajectories between Earth and Mars, and to a particular hsllocentrl¢ disposal orbit
to be described later. The low-thrust path must be sampled al several points, since the orbllal
parameters ere subject to continuous change during pedods of thrusting. Three samples were
selected for the Earth-Mare and Mars-Earth transfers, corresponding to post-escape, Iransfer lime
midpoint, and target approach Just prior to Initiating spiral capture.
Each row shows a different simulation case: the calculated orbit parameters of Interest, namely
pedhelicn, aphelion, and Inclination; the mean slmulaled orbit lifetime In years before termination;
the number of trials out of 500 that the simulation resullecl In an Earth collision; the mean time to
Earth collision Ior that subset of cases; the probability of an Earth collision In the first one mllliorl
years sfter start of simulation. All the times are reassuringly long, and most of the collision
probabilities for the first mlfllon years are low. The exceptions are those cases Just after Earth
escape, when the NEP orbit Is very close Io Earth's orbit.
The following page shows the same statisllcs for simulation trials with several near-Ea, : .steroids.
The slightly longer expected lifetimes are the result of mote highly Irtcllr_ed o¢blts for the asteroids
than for the transfer vehlck_. However, the overall dsk appears to be of the same magnitude for
both groups. We conclude ti'mt leaving the NEP vehicle In some unspecified transfer orbit may Incur
a reasonable dsk.
Predicted Orbit Ufetlmes for Typical Low Thrust Trajectories
Orbit Size Mean Orbit Expected Mean Time
Rp x R^ Incl. Ufetime Earth Hits Io Hit
Trajectory Leg (A.U.) (deg) (Years) In 500 Trials (Years)
Earth-Mars Start 0.98 x 1.25 0.0 5.6 x IO7 266/500 1.6 x 107
Middle 0.85 x 1.64 1.2 4.7 x 107 200 4.4 x 10 z
End 0.61x 1.51 1.8 4.0x107 160 3.1x107
Mars-Earth Start 0.48 x 1.40 3.0 4.2 x 107 146 3.6 x 107
Middle 0.50 x 1.89 1.3 4.2 x 10 T 123 3.3 x 107
End 0.51 x 1.02 1.3 9.2x 107 194 2.2x 107
Earth-Disposal Start 0.98 x 1.02 0.1 3.9 x 107 270 1.7 x 107
Middle 0.99 x 1.02 0.0 3.9 x 107 266 2.1 x 107
Mars-Disposal Start 1.28 x 1.66 2.1 7.5 x 10e 148 4.4 x 10s
Middle 1.22 x 1.61 2.0 6.0 x 10s 166 3.5 x 10a
Earth Hit
Chance in
I0 s Years
16%
3%
2%
2.6 %
1%
5.2 %
18%
17%
O%
0,2 %
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Predicted Orbit Lifetime for Selected Near-Earth Asteroids
I I II II I I ]
/
B_/ IJllm .,,,, m..,. lln
(vmm) (I, emo l_m) cream)
2062 - Alert 6.27 x 10 7 177/500 4.4B x 10 7
18B2 - Apollo 7.73x 10 7 111 2.75x 10 7
1221 - Am(x 9.88 x 10 8 120 7.10 x 10 8
1943 - Anlem8 7.48 x 10 8 203 1.98 x 10 8
1982OB 7.68x 10 7 284 2.96 x 10 7
1989ML 3.B7x 10 8 194 1.95 x 10 8
1980AA 3.89 x 10 8 200 1.99 x 10 B
IgB,?.XB 6.25 x 10 7 287 3.44 x 10 7
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1.6%
0.6%
0
0
4.4%
0
0
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StableHeliocentricC rcularOrbits
ThesecondcategoryofIntsfplanetaryorbitswasidentifiedbySAICasapossiblep llli_nentstorage
IocellonforhazardouswasteInapace.'This amdysts was one pad of a large effort to explore
space-based altsrnaltves for nuclear waste disposal conducted during 1977-79. These orbits are of
interest because they are predicted to endure for a very long time without beoomlng planet-crossing
orbits. Two bands of these _ have been Identified, as shown opposite. The one of most
Interest for Earth-Mars cases Is a circular orbit at 1.19 A.U., between Earth and Mars. The orbit
starts out circular, bul becomes elliptic "quickly" in the long view of the situation, as shown on the
next page.
frledlander, A. L. and O. R. Oar|s, "Loeg-Tem Risk Noalysls Associated _lth Nuclear Idaste Disposal
tn Space." SAIC Report No. 1-120-O62-T12. prepared under co, tract NAS8-33022 roy NASA/HSFC.
December t978.
STABLE HELIOCENTRIC CIRCULAR ORBITS
Earth
Mat-s
I A Body is Said to be In a Stabts
Hellocenb'Ic Orbit Over Time T
i1 Gravitational Perturbations do
not Result in a Planet-Crossing
Orbit In T.
0.86 A.U.
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Variation of a Stable Orbit at 1.19 A.U.
This chart plots heliocentric distance M a luncllon of time (note the x-sxls sc,slel) _ the pedal_
_lapo_eeolthestableod_I. 1"heMerspedpaseandEar_'sapoe_wemopi_id. Alllour
showslgr#icantrations ovwtheonemlHkmyeKtlmefrwne,butthestableo_bi_nevercrossesits
closestl_netary ne_I_=:' I_. lhls meansthat,withno_w activemanagern_Lplmdngan
object In the stable o_olt is sufficient to remove the real risk of lhe on-bowd radiation hazard.
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VARIATION OF A STABLE ORBIT AT 1.19 AU
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Typical NEP Transfer From Mars to Disposal Orbit
Here Is el typical transfer Io the stable orbit Just described. We helve selected a very long flight time
to minimize propellant needs and addlUonal thrust-on time. If el transfer vehlcl_ were Io leelve Mare
orbit Ior the stable disposal orbit, propellant and tankage needs would be s law Ionnes, and thrust
lime would be about 24 days. Faster disposal legs can be traded for Increased propeflanL
Transfer to NEP Reactor Disposal Orbit (420 days)
II
T
Summary of Proposed Disposal Modes
This table summarizes preliminary evaluaito_ of each of the four disposat Iocalions for the cases
_mrr_l. The oo_rn_lm indlcm p¢_ uu as temporary or Iong-te_rn storage Ida, with the
pm_m'm:i k_-tsim 8etaction for each _ hlghHghtK:lby a shedecl box.
Earth orbit Is recommended as a tempormy storage location only, even though boo_ng the NEP
vehicle or some part of It to higher altitude algnitlcantly mlllgates the real risk. Since _calved risk
Is not 8o easily ren'mv_, a more distant storage location would be preterable tor the beeline. For
all cases of normal end of life, we propose that the stable heliocentric orbit be the basins disposat
location. This site could stso he u_d for any parttally dlmd_ vehicle that can be moved to tt_
stable orbit. However, recognizing the Inherently low dsk involved In leaving the vehicle in a transfer
flight path, the proposed beasilne for total system failures is the interplanetary flight path. Even a
modest alternate progulston system on board could maneuver to a higher inclination, or otherwise
reshape the orbit of the derollct vehicle to make reencounter less likely.
Summary of Proposed DisF_ml I_=¢les
I II I
Trap = _pocw _ (_-_ umxpmwmt oemo_ =.emmg_
Lnr_- _m o_; "mmmerr s_on *_mepmmw n_mr r_
Earth No - Temp - ok
Approach Long - ?
Norm_ I F.arlh Temp - Temp- okE_ioe I Orb.
tile I
- Temp - ok Temp - ok
NEP Orb# Long - ? ?
, Earth Temp -
Ststus at : Od_t
DiS...... , Ewth-Mam - -P°_ IPr°pu_°nI Cr._
symml
Failure I Mars
Od_t
Long-?
Long
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Disposal Mode Impact on Vehicle Performance
This chad Is the companion to the previous one, showing the cost In propellant and thrust time to
achieve some of the disposal iocations of Interesl. in every case, the impact is very modest. The
largest requirement shown opposite is for an Earth escape spiral to remove • tully operational NEP
vehicle from Earth orbit. If the system has failed in Earth orbit and Is to be moved, the cost w(U
depend on the nature of the failure - full or padlal - and selecllon of any additional propulsion thai
may be needed. Note that transfer to the stable orbH from Earth orbit calls for a thrust interval of
about 10% of the expected thruster lifetime, so there may be some additional cost in thruster
changeout.
Disposal Mode Impact on Mission and Vehicle Performance
NEP
Slalugat
Disposal
NEP Reactor Disposal Location
NoTmai
End of Ufe
Propulsion
System
Failure
OnEarth
Approach
In Earlh
Orbll
In Mars
Orbll
In Earih
Orbit
Earth-Mars
Cruise
In Mars --
Orbit
+
Earth Orbll
Small &V to I
rates orbll*
None
i i
9mall _,V |o -
raise orbit"
i
Interplanetary Heliocentric
Flighl Path Stable Orbit
,...o.- +,t !+i:
11% of IMLEO) I_
AT_. 1.4daysIt_
Mpnop - propellanl & tank mass penally for dlsposai
ATh = Incremental NEP thrust-on time for disposal
" - 150 m/s to transfer from 700 x 700 km to t ,000 x 1,000 km
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Recommended Approach for Disposal
The next two charts summarize the recommended approach to managed disposal of NEP reactors
or transter vehicles. These are to be viewed as a preliminary recommendation for further eveluaflon,
concurrent with more detailed understanding of operational and performance Impacts.
The stable helloce_ntrlc _rblt Is generally easy to reach, and is the most conservative risk
management npproach evaluated. Selecting this disposal mode for nominal end-of-life seems to
greatly reduce both real and perceived risk for very Ilffie additional cost.
If a transfer vehicle should become completely disabled, its interplanetary path is almost certainly
acceptable as a temporary storage location. It may also be adequale for long-term storage,
especially if on-boerd auxiliary propulsion can be used to control the path.
Earth orbit need not be used Ior long-term disposal, thus avo4dlng additional controversy over use ol
nuclear energy in space. The operational orbit selected appears to support temporary, ' ' _ge
readily. However, the NEP module design should incorporate sufficient auxiliary propulsion to
handle olbtl raising burns over a limited number of years. This could be fudher supplemented by a
design that could separate a disabled reactor from the rest of the vehicle to increase the lifetime of
the most critical subsystem, and to reduce propellant required to boost just the reactor to a higher
orbit.
As a final precaution, some independent orbital transfer vehicle, possibly the Lunar Transfer Vehicle,
could be available to push a derelict NEP to escape conditions, or to a stable orbit.
Recommended Approach for Disposal - 1
Location:
• Pick the elable heliocentric orbit for nominal mle=dop_=
Modest propellent requlroments for all _ exaunined
Conservative approach to risk management avoids programmatic problems
• Use interplanetary palh disposal Ior a completely disabled vehicle
Every case we considered shows a predicted orbit lifeUme of 10 7 years or betler
Reencounter probability lot most cases is of the same order as nesr-Eadh asteroids
No &V required
• Earth orbit for tmn_ara_ _oraoe only: not for long-term disposal
- 700 km altitude seems a reasonable compromise among: launch capability,
predicted lifetime for typical configurations, and on-going operations
Include Independent propulsive capability to raise orbll of MTV
Avoid most controversial location for long-term storage
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Recommended Approach Ior Disposal - 2
Transfer Vehicle Design:
Include auxiliary_prof)ulsion system In baseline 5 MWe module design
Sufficient to raise Eadh orbit from 700 km to 1000 km (AV - 150 m/s)
System design and propellant required depends on how much of the module is
boosted to the higher orbit
• Consider adding capability to mmarate a disabled reactW from the rest of the module;
auxiliary propulsion remains with the reactor
Trw_l:xxt_on InfrmCn_-tum
• Assured removal from Earth orbit may require a separately deployed orbital transfer
vehicle - possibly an L'W or similar dement
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